Purpose: Treating shallow tumors with Pencil Beam Scanned (PBS) proton therapy typically requires a rangeshifting pre-absorber to deliver pencil beams at ranges <4 cm. Such absorbers however degrade the lateral profile of the beam by widening the penumbra. For this reason, Gantry-2 at PSI supports two pre-absorber modes, fieldspecific (a pre-absorber of 4.1 cm water-equivalent thickness being in/out for the full field delivery), or BraggPeak (BP)-specific (the afore-mentioned pre-absorber being inserted automatically during delivery only for BPs with range <4 cm). In this work we show the potential clinical advantage in a planning study, and report on clinical commissioning measurements of mixed fields. Methods: Different clinical patient plans, originally planned and delivered with field-specific pre-absorption, have been re-planned retrospectively using the BP-specific approach, and the resulting dose metrics for PTVs and OARs compared to those of the clinically applied plan. In parallel we measured BP-specific-mode fields to investigate the dosimetric effect of mixing range-shifted and pristine BPs with different lateral penumbrae, both absolute depth-dose, and spatially-resolved relative dose using a wedge phantom and a CCD camera-scintillating screen device.
Abstracts -BMTMedPhys 2017 -Dresden, September 10-13 • DOI 10.1515 /bmt-2017 -5008 Biomed. Eng.-Biomed. Tech. 2017 62(s1) Pencil beam scanning (PBS) is widely considered to be the future of proton therapy. However, without collimation, the lateral fall-off for PBS for shallow targets is inferior to passive scattering. The lateral fall-off for uncollimated PBS is depependent on two main parameters -the width of the pencil beam and the ability of the optimisation to laterally enhance field-edge pencil beams (edge-enhancement) such that the fall-off approaches that of a single pencil beam. In turn, the size of the pencil beam depends on energy, the thickness of any material in the beam-path, e.g pre-absorbers, and the air-gap between these and the patient. Here we comprehensively investigate the potential of collimation to improve PBS lateral fall-off taking all these factors into account. For all investigations, mono-energetic, square PBS fields based on PSI Gantry2 commissioning data (ranges 4.15cm-30.70cm) have been simulated in a water phantom, using the TOPAS3.0.p1 Monte Carlo tool. Both fixed (4cm water equivalent) and variable (8x5mm water equivalent, individually insertable range-shifter plates) preabsorbers have been simulated. Without pre-absorber, collimation alone improves 80-20% penumbras at the Bragg-peak only for ranges up to 10cm (10cm air-gap). Sharpest lateral fall-off is achieved with edge-enhanced collimation (the inclusion of laterally collimated pencil beams into the optimisation) which reduces penumbra from 5.4mm to 2.8mm compared to uncollimated PBS (range 4.15cm, 10cm air-gap). For air-gaps above 5cm, the use of a variable, rather than fixed, pre-absorber reduces the penumbra, for example for the 20cm air-gap from 8.8mm to 6.2mm and further to 5.0mm when combined with edge-enhanced collimation (3.99cm range). Best penumbras were reached with pre-absorption devices placed downstream, rather than upstream, of the collimator. In conclusion, using edge-enhanced collimation, and the best possible arrangement of components, the lateral fall-off for PBS could be substantially improved, leading to less dose to the surrounding healthy tissue. Beside beam spot position and range, the beam spot width is one of the central parameters for the correct application of ion beam therapy plans utilizing pencil beam scanning techniques. The aim of this work is to investigate the influence of variations of the nominal beam width on the dose distribution of cubic dose volumes, utilized in QA. Physical absorbed dose is optimized for cubic dose volumes with a spread out bragg peak (SOBP) of 3x3x3 cm³ using the treatment planning system syngo RT Planning (Siemens, Germany). The nominal dose in the SOBP is 0.5 Gy. The depth in water of the centre of the cubes is 5.0, 12.5 and 20.0 cm, respectively. Plans are recalculated with MATLAB (The MathWorks, United States) with nominal and varied beam width. Dose distributions are analyzed performing a 3D gamma index analysis with criterias of 1mm distance to agreement and 5% dose deviation, normalized to global maximum. The maximum tolerable beam width deviations are determined where all points still show a gamma index < 1.
The maximum tolerable beam width variations for proton and carbon ion plans in medium and large depth are between -12%/+17% and -17%/+25%. The plans in small depth show rather small tolerable deviations with -7%/+10% for protons and -8%/+16% for carbon ions. It is observed, that this is mainly affected by the strong variation of the particle numbers per scan spot in each energy slice, optimized to achieve lateral penumbras as small as possible. Following this observation, we created plans in small depth with the same field size consisting uniform scanned energy slices. Resulting tolerable beam width deviations for these plans are -13%/+13% for protons and -19%/+25% for carbon ions.
